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p>Claimant's opinion: Interested is accumulating every day. I need to pay it off or get out
of it. Please let me know how to get off the loan?,Claimant's opinion: How do I get it to
be paid off. I have made double the payment every month and I just called and it still the
same. No change on the loan.,Non-Cash What By When How Much 1. Remove false or

malicious web content, business reviews, etc.: Remove the loan. I have already paid it
off.
Dec 24, 2013 N/A 2. Change of policy: Need to be publised that you're getting ripped off.
Dec 24, 2013 N/A,Claimant likes Status: Seeking public comment/suggestions This claim
has posted for public comment and negotiation. It will remain posted until resolved to the
claimant's satisfaction. Suggest a resolution to help these parties reach a settlement. Cash
total : $7.99 Non-cash: 2 items Rate this settlement Use the slider to rate fairness of the
claimant's terms of settlement.
Unfair0 Very Fair -5 5 Submit Congratulations, and thanks for submitting your
suggestion. Pending approval we will award your account 5 free RHU crypto coins.bad
credit payday loans direct lenders Note: only actionable resolution suggestions count
for the free RHU, comments are welcome but donâ€™t qualify for the free offer.Great!
We'll notify claimant and Speedy Cash - Anaheim of your feedback.0Do you agree with
the claimantâ€™s demands? (If you are a party to this claim, click
here.)YesNoMaybeSubmit CancelAdd a better solutionComment/QuestionSettle as
isPropose new termsWould you like to suggest a better resolution?Submit Cancel *In the
event this company is operating under bankruptcy protection, see notice at the bottom of
this page. Respondent's Counteroffer There has been no response to this claim from
Speedy Cash - Anaheim.
This claim will remain posted until resolved Hide claimant's proposed settlement You
can help resolve this case by suggesting a resolution. Help resolve this case. Reward for
best resolution: Public Mediation Discover, negotiate, and help settle this dispute.
Propose a resolution below.,PeopleClaim is a new way to resolve disputes online without
lawyers or mediators. By inviting suggestions from the public, disputing parties get ideas
that can lead to settlement â€“ and the person(s) who contributed them can win a reward.
Here's what to do: Read the case (left side of page). Then go to the bottom of the page
and enter your suggestion in the space provided. Click the Solution button.
Your suggestion will be sent to both parties and will post on the claim. If the two sides
agree to settle based on your suggestion, you're eligible to win. Note: Cash rewards may
be split among more than one person if settlement depends on ideas from more than one
contributor. If you have a claim of your own to resolve, click here.
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